
 
Joint Coordinators’ Meeting 
Wednesday, October 29, 2008 

10:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. 
 
 

Attendance 
 

Edward Awad Serge Hervouet-Zeiber Stephen Newbigging 
Marc Bélanger Don Hetherington Diane Nyisztor 
Stephen Block Thomas Ingerman Dave Peters 
Stephen Byron Bachar Karkoukli Julie Plante 
Myra David Renée LeCavalier Mark Prentice 
Nick Deligiannis Kevin Lenton Claire Salzberg 
Sara Engelsberg Eric Lozowy Terry Saropoulos 
Shirley Fee Marlene Major Martin Siberok 
Joan Fee Taylor Sandi Mak Xavier Trevino 
Aurora Flewwelling-Skup Sevak Manjikian John Tromp 
Louise Gauthier John McMahon Nadia Turbide 
Rivka Guttman Lisa Millelire Joe Twardowski 
Caroline Hanrahan Rhena Moscovitch Quentin Van Ginhoven 
Subash Handa David Moscovitz Nancy Wargny 
Roy Hartling   

 
 
1. Approval of Agenda 
The agenda was approved with the following changes:  new item under New Business, 4. 
a) Canada/Quebec Entente and 4 items added under Members’ Concerns. 
 
 
2. Approval of Minutes of October 8, 2008 
The minutes were approved by consensus. 
 
3. Business Arising from Minutes 

 
a) Admissions/Registration 

John McMahon welcomed Thomas Ingerman to the College and to the Joint 
Coordinators’ Committee. He thanked the entire Registrar’s Transition Team for 
the effective and efficient handling of the last registration. Special thanks to Bev 
Chandler, Communications Facilitator, Larry Callahan, Coordinator, Data and 
Information Systems, and Wanda Kalina, Liaison, for their hard work. 
Tom Ingerman gave an update on the numbers so far: 6,222 students registered 
prior to validation, 6,061 students after validation. Last fall we were at 5,957 
students validated.  

 
b) Update on Members’ Concerns 
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John McMahon gave updates on some of the concerns that were brought up at the 
last meeting. 
-Internet Connection; We are working with the IT department to have better and 
faster service. To do this, we may need to upgrade our entire system. The new 
manager of IT is Chris Amos and he is looking into the entire network system. 
The projection is that there will be an improvement by next fall. Until then please 
call the Helpline with any problems. 
-Absence Reporting: There were some concerns raised on the current policy for 
Teacher’s Absence. There will be a meeting to review and adjust this policy in 
order to address the concerns.  

 
c) IPESA 

Caroline Hanrahan announced that the draft copy of the IPESA Report on the 
Evaluation of the Implementation will be on the website by tomorrow and she 
will send the link to all departments. Please provide feedback by emailing her 
your comments and suggestions within the next 2 weeks. The report will then be 
revised and sent to Academic Council and then to the Board. John McMahon 
indicated that there may be an extra Board meeting scheduled to deal with the 
numerous proposals that will have to be approved. This may be either mid 
December or January.  
 

4. New Business 
 

a) Canada-Quebec Entente 
John McMahon announced that there is funding available through the Canada-
Quebec Entente.  There is some funding available this year, the last of the current 
5-year plan; however, the major objective at this point is to identify projects for 
the next period: 2009-2014.  Most of the current resources from the Entente have 
been given to organizations such as CCDMD, Cégep à Distance etc. to provide 
services to the Anglophone colleges.  For the next Entente there is an opportunity 
to submit projects that would be developed locally yet designed to benefit all 
Anglophone colleges.  If any individual or department wishes to submit a project 
of this nature, the deadline is the end of November, 2008. 
There were many questions concerning the logistics of the submissions, such as 
amounts ($), release time, type of projects, what has been done so far. There is no 
set amount, it could combine financial resources as well as release time. To 
facilitate the entire process, all projects, including those under the Academic 
Success Grant Project, should be submitted to the Academic Dean’s Office on the 
designated application form. They will then be directed to the appropriate funding 
project. Smaller projects (under $2k) may be grouped together. Champlain 
College is currently initiating a collaborative project under Canada-Quebec 
Entente that will provide professional development support for new teachers 
which will also benefit Anglophone colleges. Rivka Guttman spoke of the 
Nursing Department project that was accepted. Both Bruno Geslain and Louise 
Paul, of Canada-Quebec Entente are ready to provide support in the development 
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stage. There are still funds available for the 08/09 year for translation of 
documents, please submit to Wanda Kalina by November 15, 08. 
John McMahon recounted how at the last Management Retreat he and other 
Managers identified some areas where we are leaders or where we can become 
leaders. Submitting innovative projects provides an opportunity for us to expand 
and improve on Vanier’s leadership. There was interest in knowing what are areas 
of leadership were identified and if this agrees with other members’ opinions. 
John McMahon will provide a sample list at the next meeting. 
 
 Members’ Concerns 
 

a) Chalk Boards/White Boards 
Stephen Newbigging inquired if the trend was to replace the blackboards at the 
college with white boards. John McMahon replied that there was no clear decision 
made as of yet and all aspects of such a change are being considered. We need to 
consult to get an appropriate mix of the two.  
There was a concern that using white boards will cost more due to the pens 
needed. 
 

b) First Floor Ads 
Aurora Flewwelling-Skup brought up the first floor ads for cars that seem 
inappropriate for the College; is there any criteria to base a decision on 
accepting/rejecting? John McMahon will follow up with Sam Kay. 
 

c) Meeting Time Block 
Stephen Byron announced that a motion was passed at the last Humanities 
Department meeting to reinstate the Friday meeting slot. John McMahon stated 
that it was decided that the scheduling for next semester will go back to the pre 
A’08 status. The schedule was changed to reflect the 6,000 plus students who 
were accepted, the projected numbers do not require the additional classroom 
time. This issue will be re-examined for Fall’09. 
 

d) Parking Lot 
Sevak Manjikian noted that there were a number of cars taking a shortcut through 
our parking lot to go to Boulevard Côte-Vertu. This was an arrangement made by 
the College to help employees at Vanier. 
 

e) Mid-Term Assessments 
John McMahon updated on the Mid-term assessment status. Student Services is 
starting to call students who are at risk. There are a large number of teachers who 
have not entered the mid-term assessment marks. Please inform teachers of the 
importance of this effort as a student is only put on the at risk/failing status with 3 
or more courses. The mechanism is in place that all at risk/failing students are 
called and guided to the first step, which is to see their teacher, if there are deeper 
problems; they are referred to the appropriate professional at Student Services.  
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5. Reports & Correspondence 
 

a) Academic Council- (see attached report) 
 

b) Faculty Reports 
 Faculty of Applied Technologies- no report given 
 FSGS –(see attached report)   
 F.S.S.C.A. & L. – (see attached report) 

The Social Science Festival was a huge success. Thank you to Jacky 
Vallée for all the hard work. 
 

6. Varia 
a) Diane Nyisztor congratulated the winners of the Vanier Team Awards, David 

Moscovitz and the BDC Challenge Team and The Learning Centre Team on 
behalf of all members of the Joint Coordinators’ Committee.  

b) John McMahon reminded everyone of the upcoming Ped Day on November 11th 
and encouraged early registration. The keynote speaker and the workshops are 
very exciting. 
 

7. Adjournment 
 

The meeting was adjourned at 11:50 a.m. 
 
 
Respectfully submitted by, 
Nora Boyadjian 
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